
RT6 
B747-8 
BRIEFING: No questions. Just a technical discussion on TCAS, Pilot Incapacitation, and Go 
Arounds. 

LOS: RPVM-RPLL 
Given plasticized cards containing CFP and RTOW data.  The #4 HYD Demand Pump is 
inop with an MEL RTOW code to enter. No coded flight plan in the FMC.  Need to build the 
route. Clearance was: Cleared to RPLL, FPR, MOLOC2A, FL380, SQ3002. Weather was: 
RWY04, 070/20, 1000M, -R, OVC800, 30C, Wet up to 3mm.  Departed runway 04 MOLOC2A 
SID to FL200, at 3000ft cleared direct MOLOC.  Terrain is well left of track but we selected 
CLB thrust.  Turbulence in the climb and TS ahead, so we offset 35NM right of track but 
eventually needed 45NM right of track.  Several distracting ATC instructions: step climbs, 
change final to FL270, climb to FL 290… It’s a short sector so PM started the paperwork and 
requested weather through ACARS for RPLL, RPVM, and RPCL.  Manila was OVC 800,Wet, 
BRAG, 180/25, 55C (obviously incorrect but another distraction to get the accurate temp), 
ILS U/S. RPCL and RPVM were reporting similar weather. RPLL surprisingly had D-ATIS 
in the sim. During the climb you get a spurious ENG4 OIL PRESS EICAS, followed by a 
sudden surge and light vibrations. We completed the Memory Items for ENG4 SURGE. The 
vibrations seemed to stop around 85%N1. After completing the ENG4 SURGE ECL items, 
ENG4 OIL PRESS message appears.  ECL has you shutdown ENG4.  Since #4 HYD 
Demand Pump was U/S, you get HYD PRESS SYS4.  The situation is: you are on a short 
sector, lots of ATC distractions, marginal weather at all airports, deviating around TS, high 
terrain, multiple failures, and minimal fuel. Working through the HYD PRESS SYS4 ECL 
was not easy for me.  The paper QRH looks simple, but the ECL was not simple.  It jumps 
ahead a few pages after making a YES/NO decision leaving some pages white (Instructor 
said the ECL in the aircraft will also do this), you have to stop the checklist several times 
either for ATC or to enter non-normal codes into the ACARS for Landing Data. Also, you 
cannot see the Checklist Complete Except for Deferred Items. (I later was told you can close 
and reopen the checklist and these items will be viewable.)  The Paper QRH is faster and 
less likely to make mistakes in my opinion.  So be careful, go slowly through the ECL. 
Remember Blue items in the ECL do not need to be actioned. We reviewed the Deferred 
Items using the paper QRH; which made it clear that we would use Alternate Gear 
Extension and flaps would take a lot longer to extend in secondary mode (this was actually 
on the pages that the ECL jumped over).  None the less, more failures, more ECL items to 
work through: L and R Window Heat, Fuel Imbalance… After several ATC frequency 
changes we were assigned CONDE1 STAR and VOR Z 24. The RNAV24 has a lower MDA. 
So we requested and were eventually assigned the RNAV24.  ATC tried to clear us direct 
NATAY and cleared for the approach, but to buy time we negotiated direct MNL, direct 
BUZAL with one turn in the HOLD. The approach was uneventful to a landing in Manila 
with manual breaking and inboard reversers only. However, after seeing the runway clearly 
on approach, at minimums suddenly we were IMC for about a second. We continued and the 
runway then immediately became visible again.  Not sure if this was a sim problem or by 
design to see what the captain would do.  We had 11.5 tons remaining. 

PROFICIENCY ITEMS:  
Repositioned on the  RPVM BATAY1 STAR at 10,000ft in IMC. Cleared direct TUBUR. 
Expect VOR04 approach. Traffic on TCAS at same altitude opposite direction, followed by 
TCAS TA, then TCAS RA. Both pilots completed a TCAS RA maneuver as PF. Repositioned 
again and cleared VOR04 procedural approach from MCT.  Was prebriefed that due to FMC 
coding the outbound leg needs to be flown at 210KIAS.  Otherwise the LNAV doesn’t work 
well to intercept. On descent to MCT VOR the PM becomes incapacitated and goes to the 
washroom.  Weather is CAVOK in Cebu.  I used the QRH to complete the Pilot 
Incapacitation Checklist, declared a MAYDAY and requested ambulance. Normal landing on 
runway 04. Reposition and other pilot does the same thing.  

BREAK 



TRAINING ITEMS: 
Both Pilots take turns RJTT LDA Z 22 and ILS22: Go Around, Go Around, Go Around, Go 
Around, Go Around, Go Around, Go Around, Go Around, Go Around, Go Around, Land. 
Debriefing Points: Instructor said that due to FMC coding the LDA Z 22 in RJTT must be 
flown in LOC and V/S. Anytime no GP angle is shown on the legs page we must use V/S not 
VNAV.  First time I had heard of this.  We were not asked to formally demonstrate Upset 
Recoveries.   


